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DOCTOROW ON: "ANDA’S GAME"
Editor Tom Waltz: Cory, let’s start with the obvious
question—what sparked the idea for “Anda’s Game”?

Cory Doctorow: Two things; one was my idea of writing
a bunch of stories that riffed on the titles of famous SF—
I, Robot, Anda's Game (Ender's Game), I, Row-Boat and
soon, True Names—after hearing Ray Bradbury
disparage this practice, calling it rude and immoral.
Bradbury was pissed off at Michael Moore for calling his
movie Fahrenheit 9/11. Bradbury supports Bush’s plan to
go to Mars—but I thought that this was just goofy. Titles
are—and have always been—fair game. What's more,
Fahrenheit 451, Bradbury's classic novel, is all about free
expression (Bradbury denies this—he says it's about
television, which is why you should never ask writers what
their work is about). (Should we end the interview now?)
The other thing was the early reports of gold farming in

games, something that really sparked my imagination.

TW: I consider myself a semi-avid video gamer, and
when I first read “Anda’s Game,” I thought it was a bizarre
vision of a possible future, only to read an article recently
about how China is taking over in the gaming “sweat
shop” market from other developing nations like Mexico.
For me, personally, it’s a sad and pathetic reality that
videogames have become so important to some people
that they are willing to go to great lengths to cheat at the
games, even so far as purchasing in-game characters
that were earned through what truly amounts to industrial
slavery. Do you feel that gaming has become too
important, and, if so, is the technology to blame… or the
gamers themselves?

CD: No, gaming hasn't become too important!
MMORPGS and other MMOs are social constructs,
agoras where we meet, socialize, make friends,
cooperate, and play together. It's where we undertake the
business of civilization. It's a goddamned shame that (so
far) all of these civilizations-in-bottles are owned by giant
media companies (worse still, that Universal/Blizzard, a
really abusive bully, owns World of Warcraft, the most

popular), but asking if play has become too important is
as silly as asking if art has become too important, or
thought, or scholarship.

TW: When I sent you the artwork for “Anda’s Game,”
penciled by the fantastic Esteve Polls, your reaction to
seeing it for the first time was… and I quote… “Holy crap,
this is EERILY COOL!” I was hoping you could expand on
that and describe the different feelings you are having as
you see your short prose stories coming to life in
illustrated sequential form.

CD: Well, I'd never really had my work adapted before.
When a talented artist like Polls turns my work into
something that isn't what I saw in my mind's eye, but IS
a plausible thing for a reader to see, it's like being able to
stick a reader in an MRI while she reads one of my
stories and see what it's doing to her head.

TW: Taking the last question a step further, we have
various comic book writers adapting your short stories in
script form for this project—specifically for “Anda’s
Game,” writer Dara Naraghi. What things do you look for
in a script based on your work before you approve it for
publication?

CD: Well, it has to suit the work—it doesn't have to be
accurate (in the sense of portraying all the events that
took place in the work), but it DOES have to be faithful to
the artistic intent and mood that inspired the work.

TW: Have you ever considered scripting your own comic
book series or graphic novel?

CD: Every now and again. I have a million projects on
my plate right now—BoingBoing and umpty boinglets,
little blog projects that we're playing with; a movie I'm co-
producing; a TV show I'm consulting on; two nonfiction
books; a zillion short story ideas; my podcast; travel;
speaking (and I'm moving home to London from LA in
two weeks!).

IDW




